UNIT-I  Afsana Ki Tareef aur uski phan
   Afsana Ki Agaz aur irteqa.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-II  Premchand Ki Afsara Nigari.
   Poos Ki Raat-Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Rajinder Sing Bedi Ki Asana Nigari. Laajwanti -Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Saadaf Hasan Mantu Ki Afsara Nigan.
   Naya Qunun- Matn Ki Tadrees.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-III  Novel aur uska phan.
   Novel Ki Ibdarta aur Irtqa.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

   Knshn-Chander Ki Novel Nigari.
   Shikast- Matn Ki Tadrees.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-V  There shall be one Textual Question with alternative for explanation from poos Ki Raat, Laajwanti and Naya Qanun, carrying 8 marks
   There shall be one Textual Question with alternative for explanation from Umra-O-Jan, Ada and Shikast, carrying 8 marks.

Suggested Readings:
1. Urdu Nasar Ka irteqa-Dr. Abada Begum
UNIT-I Maznun- Tareef Usool aur irteqa.
Inshsls-Tareef Usool aur irteqa
Khaka--Tareef Usool aur irteqa
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-II Muhammed Husan Azad Ki Muzmunnigari.
‘Sach aur Jhoot Ka Razmnama’ -Matn Ki Tadrees.
Haliki Mazmoon Nigari
‘Zabani-e-Goya’ -Matn Ki Tadrees
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

‘Charpayi’- Matn Ki Tadrees.
Khwaja Hasan Nizam Ki inshala Nigari
‘Jhingar Ka Janaza” - Matn Ki Tadrees
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-IV Moulvi Abdul Haque Ki Khaka Nigari.
‘Hali-Matn Ki Tadrees.
Shahid Ahmed Dehlawi Ki Khaka Nigari.
‘Mir Nasir Ali’ Matn Ki Tadrees
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-V There shall be one Textual Question from ‘Sach aur Jhoot Ka Razmnama and‘Zabani-e-Goya’ with alternative carrying 8 marks
There shall be one Textual Question from’Charpayi’ and ‘Jhingar Ka Janaza with alternative carrying 8 marks.

Suggested Readings:-
1. Urdu Essays; Sayed Zahiruddin Madni.
3. Inshaiya aur Inshaiya – Sayed Mohammed Hasnan.
UNIT-I Banga–dara by Iqbal -4 Poems
1. Himala.
2. Mirza Ghalib
3. Sada-e-dard
4. Naya Shiwala
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT- Majmua-e-Nazme-Hali by Hali. Poemst to be studied.
   1. Jawan Mardi Ka Kam
   2. Barkha Rut
   3. Nishat-e-Ummeed
   4. Hubbe-Watan
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-III Ashar-e-Akbar by Prof. Sayed Hasan Poems to be studied.
   1. Barq-e-Kalisa
   2. Taleem-e-Niswan
   3. Mata-e-Qaumi
   4. Qadeem-o-Jadeed
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-IV Bal-e-Jibreel Gazaliyat 1 to 5.
Diwan-e-Ghalib Gazaliyat 1 to 5
   There shall be one question for explanation from Gazaliyat-e-Ghalib carrying 8 marks with an alternative and one question for explanation from Gazaliyat-e-Iqbal carrying 8 marks with alternative.

UNIT-V There shall be one long Question with alternative on the life and style of the following poems.
1. Mirza Ghalib
2. Altaf Husain hali
3. Muhammed Iqbal
4. Akber Ilahbadi
AECC - MIL URDU Communication  
SEMESTER-I (For Science)  
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UNIT-I  Pross  
1. Mujhe mere Doston se Bachao – Sajad Haider  
2. Cinema ka Ishq – Prem Chand  
3. Haj –e – Akber _ Prem Chand  
4. Akhri Qadam – Zakir Husain  
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 12 marks.  

UNIT-II  Poetry  
1. Admi Nama - Nazir Akbeer Abadi  
2. Naya Shewala – Iqbal  
4. Nasha-te-Ummid – Hali  
There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 12 marks  

UNIT-III  Grammer  
Ism, Sifat, Fail, Wahid-o-Jama, Mutazad Alfaz, Mutashabeh Alfaz, Tazkir-o-Tanees.  
There shall be one question with alternatives carrying 08 marks  

UNIT-IV  Rhetoric  
Tashbeeh, Isteara, Kenaya, Majaz-e-Mursal, Tazadlham, Maratun Nazir.  
There shall be one question with alternatives carrying 08 marks.  

Suggested Readings:-  
1. Urdu Zaban-o-qawaid – Part-1  
   Shafi Ahmed Siddiqi  
2. Ilmul Balaght – Abdul Majid.
UNIT-I  Afsana Ki Tareef aur uski phan
   Afsana Ki Agaz aur irteqa.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-II  Premchand Ki Afsara Nigari.
   Poos Ki Raat-Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Rajinder Sing Bedi Ki Asana Nigari. Laajwanti -Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Saadaf Hasan Mantu Ki Afsara Nigan.
   Naya Qunun- Matn Ki Tadrees.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-III  Novel aur uska phan.
   Novel Ki Ibdtaa aur Irtqa.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

   Knshn-Chander Ki Novel Nigari.
   Shikast- Matn Ki Tadrees.
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-V  There shall be one Textual Question with alternative for explanation from poos Ki Raat, Laajwanti and Naya Qanun, carrying 8 marks
   There shall be one Textual Question with alternative for explanation from Umra-O-Jan, Ada and Shikast, carrying 8 marks.

Suggested Readings:-  1. Urdu Nasar Ka irteqa-Dr. Abada Begum
                       4. Biswin Sadi Main Urdu Novel- Yusuf Sarmast
UNIT-I  **Prose**  
There shall be two long question each with alternative carrying 10 marks, each and two short questions carrying 3 marks each with alternatives.

UNIT-II  **Poetry**  
Book – Shaoor-e-Adab. MaktabaJamia Ltd., New Delhi. Poems to be studied-  
1. Dastan Shahzade ke Ghayabhone ki.  
2. Admi nama  
3. Subh-e-Shahadat  
4. Nashat-e-Ummid  
5. Badli ka Chand  
6. Ai madar-e-Hindustan  
7. Kutte  
8. Niwala  
There shall be two long question with alternatives carrying 10 marks, each and two short questions carrying 3 marks each with alternatives.

UNIT-III  **Novel and short stories**  
Novel – Umra-o-Jan – by Mirza Hadi Ruswa,  
Short Stories –  
1. Kafan By Prem Chand  
2. Chotti Ka Joda – by Ismat CHUGTAI  
3. Anandi – by Ghulam Abbas  
4. Nazara Darmian hai – by Quratal Ain Hyder  
5. Akhri Koshish – by HayatullaAnseri  
**Book Recommended** –  
There shall be one long question from novel and one long question from short stories carrying 10 marks each and two short questions from novel and two short questions from short stories carrying 02 marks each, all with alternatives.
B.A. URDU (HONS)
SEMESTER- II
Core Course –III
STUDY OF MODERN NAZM

Time-3 hrs  F.M.-80+20  Credit- 6

UNIT-I  Iqbal ki Nazmgoi
Khizr –e Rah, Saqinama –Matn ki Tadrees
There shall be one long critical question on poet Iqbal with reference to poetry prescribed carrying 16 marks with alternative.

UNIT-II  Faiz Ahmed Faiz Ki Nazmgoi
Do Isq’, ‘Ham jo Tarik Rahon Main Marey gaye’ – Matn ki Tadrees
There shall be one long critical question on poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz with reference to his poems prescribed with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-III  Josh Malehabadi ki Nazmgoi
“ Kisan’, ‘Shikast – e- Zindan Khawab’ – Matn ki Tadrees
There shall be one long critical question on poet Josh with reference to his poems prescribed with an alternative carrying 16 mar

UNIT-IV  Makhdoom Mohiuddin ki Nazmgoi
‘ Chand taron ka Ban’, ‘Charagar’ – Matn ki Tadrees
There shall be one long critical question on poet Makhdoom Mohiuddin with reference to his poems prescribed with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-V  Majaz ki Nazmgoi
‘ Awar’ – Matn ki Tadrees
There shall be one Long Question with alternative on poet Majaz with reference to his poems prescribed with an alternative carrying 16 marks

Suggested Readings:–
1. Urdu shaerika Phanni Irtega – Dr. Farma Fatehpuri
3. Jadeed Urdu Shaeri – Abdul Quadir Saeware
4. Nai Nazm ka Safar – Khalilur Rehman Azmi
5. Naye Adab ke Memar Series on Urdu Poets Published by Sahitya Academy..
B.A. URDU (HONS)
SEMESTER II
Core Course –IV
STUDY OF MODERN GHAZAL

Time-3 hrs
F.M.-80+20
Credit- 6

UNIT-I  Ghazal ki Tareef aur Ajza – e – Tarkibi, Ibteda aur iteqqua.. There shall be one long question carrying 16 marks with alternative.

UNIT-II  Iqbal ki Ghazalgoi – Matn ki Tadrees
2.  Jab IsqSikhatea hai Adab – e Khud Agah.i
3.  Sitaron se Agay Jahan aur bhi .
There shall be one long question on poet Iqbal carrying 12 marks with an alternative and one short question for explanation from the above texts prescribed with alternative carrying 04 marks.

UNIT-III  Hasrat Mohani ki Ghaazla goi – Matn ki Tadrees
1.  Aona sa Shauq auron main Laen Kahan se ham.
2.  Husna be parwa ko khudbeen o khud ara kardiya.
There shall be one long question on poet Hasrat Mohani carrying 12 marks with an alternative and one short question for explanation from the above texts prescribed with alternative carrying 04 marks.

UNIT-IV  Firaq Gorakhpuri ki Ghazalgoi – Matn ki Tadrees.
1.  Shaam – e- gham kuch us nigah – e-Naz ki Betain karo .
2.  Khud ko khoya bhi kahan , Ishq ko paya bhi kahan.
There shall be one long question on poet Firaq carrying 12 marks with an alternative and one short question for explanation from the above texts prescribed with alternative carrying 04 marks.

UNIT-V  Faiz ki Ghazal goi – M Matn ki Tadrees
1.  Tim aaaa ho no shabe intezar guzri hai
2  Gulon main Rang bhare bad – e – no bahar chale
There shall be one long question on poet Faiz carrying 12 marks with an alternative and one short question for explanation from the above texts prescribed with alternative carrying 04 marks.

Suggested Readings:-
1. Ghazal aour Mutagazalin – Abdul Lais Siddiqi
2. Ghazal ka naya Manzar Nama – Samim Hanfi
3. Urdu Ghazal – Uyousuf Husain Khan
4. Ghazal ki Sarguzast – Akhter Ansari
5. Jadid Urdu Ghazal – Rashid Ahmed Siddiqi
UNIT-I  Taubatan – Nasuh – Nazir Ahmaed
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-   Poos Ki Raat – Prem Chand
         Nanhi Ki Nani – Ismat Chugtai
         Naya Qanun- Sadat Hasan Mantu
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-III Ifadate-Saleem – Wahiduddin Saleen
   1. Hindustan Ki aam Zuban
   2. Meer ki Shaeri
   3. Sauda Ki Hajwia Nazmain
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-IV  Intekhab-e-Rasaei-e-shibli
   1. Islami Shefa Khane
   2. Islami Kutub Khane
   3. Iljizya
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-V   There shall be four short questions covering all the texts above with alternatives carrying 04 marks each.
UNIT-I Maznun- Tareef Usool aur irteqa.
   Inshsls-Tareef Usool aur irteqa
   Khaka--Tareef Usool aur irteqa
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks.

UNIT-II Muhammed Husan Azad Ki Muzmunnigari.
   ‘Sach aur Jhoot Ka Razmnama’ -Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Haliki Mazmoon Nigari
   ‘Zabani-e-Goya’ -Matn Ki Tadrees
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

   ‘Charpayi’- Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Khwaja Hasan Nizam Ki inshala Nigari
   ‘Jhingar Ka Janaza” - Matn Ki Tadrees
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-IV Moulvi Abdul Haque Ki Khaka Nigari.
   ‘Hali-Matn Ki Tadrees.
   Shahid Ahmed Dehlawi Ki Khaka Nigari.
   ‘Mir Nasir Ali’ Matn Ki Tadrees
   There shall be one long question with an alternative carrying 16 marks

UNIT-V There shall be one Textual Question from ‘Sach aur Jhoot Ka Razmnama’ and‘Zabani-e-Goya’
   with alternative carrying 8 marks
   There shall be one Textual Question from‘Charpayi’ and ‘Jhingar Ka Janaza with alternative carrying 8 marks.

Suggested Readings:-
1. Urdu Essays; Sayed Zahiruddin Madni.
3. Inshaiya aur Inshaiya – Sayed Mohammed Hasnan.